If you are squeezed for a tight delivery schedule to meet a launch deadline, and need an operational amplifier built by the book for an outer space system, Nexus can get you the performance you need and build it to:

- NASA NPC 200-4
- MIL-E-5500
- MIL-Q-9858
- ETC.

Made with cordwood construction to NASA standards.

If you are squeezed for board-to-board clearance in a card rack system assembly and need a high-grade operational amplifier with superb performance in a low-height low-cost package, you can now get a standard Nexus operational amplifier in the new off-the-shelf "K" package. NEW LOW PROFILE "K" CASE FROM $50

You can solve this space problem...

or this space problem...

with operational amplifiers by Nexus

NEXUS RESEARCH LABORATORY, INC.
480 NEPONSET STREET, CANTON, MASS. 02021
TEL: (617) 828-9000
TWX: (617) 828-1022

By encircling the reader card you will also be put on our list to receive "Nexus Notes" monthly, an informal paper covering basic analog designs and specific applications for operational amplifiers.